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SpatialGridR  Create a Spatial Grid from the list of longitude and latitude

Description
Create a Spatial Grid from the list of longitude and latitude

Usage
SpatialGridR(lon_list, lat_list, hemisphere, interval, outputShape)

Arguments
lon_list  A list of longitudes
lat_list  A list of latitudes
hemisphere  Either 'north' or 'south'
interval  Desired interval for the grid in meter
outputShape  Path to the output shapefile

Value
A spatial grid shapefile

References
Examples

```r
## Not run:
library(SpatGRID)
lon_list<-c(78,78,79,79,78)
lat_list<-c(20,21,21,20,20)
hemisphere <- 'north'
outputShape <- 'C:\path\to\your\data\grid.shp'
interval <- 1000
Spatial_GRID <- SpatialGridR(lon_list, lat_list, hemisphere, interval, outputShape)

## End(Not run)
```
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